SMOKEY REBUS

Example:

Smokey says: "Please unscramble my A-B-C's of Fire Safety."

A: + + S  B +

--- --- --- ---

E RE +

- - - - -

SMOKEY REBUS

A. + curds and --- + S  B +

--- --- --- --- ---

RE +

- - - - -

A 2!

B. SH +

--- --- --- --- ---

B - L + T!

--- --- --- --- --- ---

R

- - - - -

L + T!

--- --- --- --- --- ---

C

- - - - -

C

- - - - -

- L + T!

--- --- --- --- --- ---

*REBUS: A puzzle consisting of pictures of objects, signs, etc., which, by the sound of their names suggest words or phrases.